We consider the problem of determining when two data ow networks over uninterpreted nodes and some primitive nodes always have the same input-output behavior.
Introduction
Consider the net in Fig. 1 . It consists of nodes and of directed channels. Channels are partitioned into internal (those which connect nodes), input (those which enter the net) and output (those which exit the net). Actually, such a net is a piece of syntax. An interpretation assigns meanings to the nodes. The semantics de nes what object is assigned to an interpreted net. The nodes of a net are labeled by names. For nodes labeled by the same name an interpretation should assign the same object. In data ow, nodes are interpreted by labeled transition systems or in more classical terminology by automata (may be with an in nite number of states). These automata are working asynchronously and communicate between themselves and the environment by passing data over unbounded FIFO channels. There is an appealing operational semantics which speci es the automaton assigned to an interpreted net as a whole 1, 4, 7, 8, 5, 13] . Over each channel of an interpreted net a sequence of data values is passing. A sequence of data is called a stream. One of the most important characteristics of a data ow net is its I(nput)-O(utput) behavior, i.e., what streams can be produced on the output channels for a given tuple of streams on the input channels. Given an interpreted net N. One would like to optimize it by constructing a`simple' net with the same I-O behavior. Note that Turing machines can be simulated by data ow nets. (Indeed, an in nite tape can be simulated by unbounded channels and the control of a Turing machine can be simulated by nite automata.) Therefore, the optimization problem and the problem of I-O equivalence are undecidable for interpreted data ow nets. Schematological questions about programs were recognized as important a long time ago and were investigated extensively in the literature (see 6] for a survey of early works). In this paper we address the question of input-output equivalence of data ow nets on a schematological level. We de ne a set of behavior-preserving transformations on networks and show that this set is \schematologically complete", i.e., networks have the same input-output behavior under all interpretations if and only if they can be transformed into isomorphic networks. Consider nets N 1 and N 2 in Fig. 1 and in Fig. 2 . These nets are schematologically equivalent, i.e., they have the same I-O behavior under all interpretations. Note that N 2 has a subnet consisting of the nodes A and B. This subnet does not have neither input nor output channels which are connected to the environment or to other nodes in the net. Following 10], such a subnet is called an isolated subnet. N 2 also contains two nodes T which do not have an outgoing channel. Such nodes are called terminating nodes. A node is absorbed by a terminating node if all its output channels enter the terminating node. In Fig. 2 the node C is absorbed by T. N 1 is obtained from N 2 by the following behavior preserving transformations: It is easy to see that rules T 1 and T 2 are instances of the following behavior-preserving reduction rule: R 2 : Replace a subnet without output channels by a terminating node.
The main result of our previous paper 12] is:
Theorem: (Completeness) Two nets have the same I-O behavior under all data ow interpretations i they can be reduced to isomorphic nets by the reductions rules R 1 and R 2 . This paper extends the above theorem to partially interpreted data ow nets. Such nets in addition to uninterpreted nodes can contain primitive nodes which are interpreted always in the same way. The following primitive nodes (see Fig. 3 ) play an important role in data ow:
Primitive Nodes:
Terminating node. It has no output channels and a number of input channels. It consumes the data arriving on its channels. Terminated node with k input channels is denoted by T k . Multi-plicator. n-plicator has one input channel and n output channels and copies the data received over the input channel to all its output channels. n-plicators will be pictured as triangles. Copy(s). This node is parameterized by a stream s and has one input and one output channel. It rst sends the stream s over its output and then copies the data received over the input to the output. Gen(s). It is parameterized by a stream s and has only one output channel. It generates the stream s on its output channel and then stops.
We will add reductions involving the above mentioned primitive nodes and show that two partially interpreted nets are I-O equivalent under all interpretations i they can be transformed to isomorphic nets by the primitive reductions, and by reductions R 1 ; R 2 . We will show that for the reduction rules strong normalization theorem holds. Moreover, the normal form of a net can be constructed in a polynomial time. We also examine the complexity of deciding schematological equivalence. According to the characterization mentioned above this question is reduced to the problem of net isomorphism. The problem of graph isomorphism is computationally di cult. The data ow nets have more structure than graphs and we will provide a polynomial algorithm for checking isomorphism of nets. Therefore, we obtain Corollary: (Decidability of schematological equivalence) I-O equivalence of nets under all data ow interpretations is decidable in polynomial time. The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 comments on related works. Section 3 provides an informal presentation of syntax and semantics of data ow nets. Reduction rules and normalization theorem are given in section 4. Section 5 gives soundness theorem and Section 6 gives completeness theorem. In section 7 the complexity of schematological equivalence is analyzed. Section 8 -conclusion and further results. Most of the proofs are collected in the appendix.
2 Related Works Kahn 8 ] considered data ow networks over a class of speci c determinate automata. The InputOutput behaviors of Kahn's automata are continuous functions on the stream domain. Moreover, I-O behavior of a net over such automata is also a function. The Kahn principle states that the function computed by a net is obtained as the minimal solution for an appropriate system of equations which is constructed from the functions computed by the net's components and the net topology. Fig. 4 illustrates two nets and their corresponding systems of equations. (The primitive node 2-plicator is pictured here as a triangle). From properties of the least xed point one can see that the nets in Fig. 4 produce the same stream x 1 . The question whether two systems of equations have the same minimal solution for all interpretations of the functional symbols as continuous functions was investigated in 3]. It was shown there that this problem is decidable. Therefore, by Kahn's principle, the question of I-O equivalence of data ow nets under all interpretations of their nodes as determinate automata is also decidable. In order to formulate other related results we need to digress and to comment on nets as syntactical objects.
Usually a textual syntax is used. It is based on a repertoire of operations and every legal syntactical expression has a unique representation in the form op(exp 1 ; exp 2 ; ::: exp n ), where op is an operation and exp i are legal syntactical expressions. Nets are a non standard two-dimensional syntax. Although one may de ne operations on nets, and describe nets by a standard textual syntax, the unique representation theorem does not hold. Many operations on nets were considered in the literature. Among these are: aggregation -put two nets side by side, sequential composition -connect the output of a net to the inputs of another net, linking (feedback) -connect two channels of a net. In the following results textual syntax was used and nets were described by the operations mentioned above.
Parrow 10] considered an algebraic language for nets over synchronously communicating agents. His language contains two operations: aggregation and linking. The terms of the language were considered as descriptions of networks and as descriptions of labeled transition systems. Structural equivalence is de ned on the term of the language: terms are structurally equivalent if the nets described by them become isomorphic after removing isolated parts. Usually a behavior equivalence is introduced on labeled transition systems and the semantical objects are the equivalence classes. The question whether a system p behaves like (or implements) a system q is mathematically reformulated as a question whether p q. In the literature on concurrency many such equivalences have been proposed. In 10] a broad class C of equivalences was de ned on labeled transition systems. Parrow's main result was that for any equivalence in C two terms are -equivalent i they are structurally equivalent. The result can be reformulated as follows: two nets are -equivalent under all interpretations of their nodes as synchronously communicating automata i the nets become isomorphic after removing their isolated subnets.
Unlike 10], nets over asynchronous communicating agents are considered in our paper. But our proofs were inspired by Parrow's proofs. In 14] data ow networks were considered. Stark used a language based on aggregation, sequential composition and feedback. The notion of`bu ered bisimulation' on labeled transition systems was de ned and a complete axiomatisation of equality between term w.r.t bu ered bisimulation equivalence was provided. This axiomatisation is quite complex and it does not provide an insight on what is the corresponding equivalence induced on nets.
In 12] we considered data ow networks which consist of uninterpreted nodes. A schematologically complete set of reduction rules for such networks was provided in that paper. The main contribution of this paper is the extension of the results of 12] to partially interpreted data ow networks. Though the main ideas of the proofs are similar to those in 12] many technical details are di erent and the proof for the case of partially interpreted networks is much more complicated. The results of this paper were announced without proof in 12]. A node in the net has several ports. Ports of nodes may be connected by directed links which are called channels. There is always only one channel connected to a port. A channel is internal if it connects two ports; other channels are called external. The input (output) channels of a net are the external channels which enter (exit) the ports of the net. The external channels are labeled by numbers; ports are also labeled by numbers. If a channel enters (exits) a node at port m, then the channel is an input (output) channel for the node and m is an input (output) port of the node. Below we state a requirement which should be satis ed by the labeling of channels, of nodes and of ports. First, recall that a node is a terminating node if it does not have output channels.
Requirement on Labeling
Labeling of primitive nodes: (1) Terminated node with k input channels is labeled by T k .
(2) Multi-plicator node with k output channels is labeled by k and it is called k-plicator. (3) The remaining kinds of primitive nodes are copy(s) and generator(s). These nodes are parameterized by a stream. We allow the parameter of copy node to be any nite stream and the parameter of generator node to be an in nite quasi-periodic stream (s is quasi-periodic if it is concatenation of nite stream s 1 and an in nite stream s ! 2 , where s ! 2 is an in nite iteration of nite stream s 2 ). The parameters of copy nodes will be given by the restricted regular expressions over alphabet A which are de ned by the following grammar: E ::= a 2 Aj j EE j E ! , where is the empty stream, EE is concatenation and E ! is in nite iteration. Hence, copy nodes will have labels of the form Copy(E), where E is ! free restricted regular expression and generator nodes will have labels Gen(E), where E is a restricted regular expression.
Labeling of ports, channels and non-primitive nodes:
External channel labeling: Distinct external channels of a net are labeled by distinct numbers. Port labeling of non-primitive nodes: Distinct ports of a non-primitive node are labeled by distinct numbers.
primitive nodes: All output ports of copy, generator and n-plicator nodes are labeled by 1; The input ports of copy and n-plicator nodes are labeled by 2. All ports of a terminating node are labeled by 1.
Consistency of port and node labelings: If two nodes are labeled by the same name then the sets of numbers assigned to the input ports of these nodes should coincide; also, the sets of numbers assigned to the output ports of the nodes should coincide. 
Comments on Labeling
Roughly speaking, the injective labeling of the external channels of a nets allows us to distinguish between nets with I-O behaviors x: y:f(x; y) and x: y:f(x; y). The role of labeling of the ports of non-primitive nodes is similar. A terminating node has the same behavior on all its inputs; the data is consumed on these ports and nothing is produced. If we had required an injective labeling for ports of terminating nodes we would have obtained from the net in Fig. 5 two non isomorphic nets with the same I-O behavior. Therefore, our completeness theorem would have failed.
For the same reasons (1) all terminating nodes with k channels are labeled by the same labels; (2) all output ports of n-plicators are labeled by the same label. Requirements to label the input port of Copy by 2 and its output port by 1 and the requirement for concrete labeling of ports for other primitive nodes are convention that sometimes allow to shorten our arguments.
Size of a Net
We de ne the size of a net N as the number of its nodes plus the number of its channels plus the length of the expressions which appear as parameters of the copy and generator nodes of N. In the sequel we consider a number of decision problems for nets. We will measure the complexity of algorithms on nets as the function of the size of input nets.
Semantics
In this section an informal presentation of the semantics for data ow nets is provided. Channels of nets behave like perfect unbounded FIFO. Data values sent over channels are received in an unchanged order. The behavior of nodes is de ned by an interpretation. An interpretation maps nodes to automata; the nodes with the same labels are mapped to isomorphic automata. Automata can consume a data from input ports, produce data on output ports, and perform internal transitions. There exist further restrictions on data ow automata, which re ect the distinctions between input and output ports. In particular, an automata is always ready to receive data over the input ports. There is an appealing semantics which assigns a global automaton to an interpreted net (see e.g. 1, 5, 7, 8, 13] ). An execution of an automaton is a sequence of transitions it can perform. From an execution sequence one can extract the sequence of communications along the channels performed during this execution and also the tuple of streams passed in this execution along the external channels. The I-O behavior of a net (automaton) is the set of tuples of the streams passed over its external channels in all executions. The reduction rules are partitioned into two sets. The rst set of rules deals with nets constructed over arbitrary nodes. In the second set of rules, the redex always contains primitive nodes. Here is the rst set of reduction rules.
De nition 2 (Reductions) R 1 : Remove an isolated subnet. R 2 : Replace a terminating subnet with k input channels by the terminating node with k channels (k > 0).
In Fig. 6 two instances of reduction R 2 are given:
Replace two terminating nodes by one. T 2 : Remove a node absorbed by a terminating node.
Strictly speaking, R 1 ; R 2 ; T 1 and T 2 are rule schemes. For any numbers n and m, the scheme T 1 replaces a net consisting of a terminating node with m ports and a terminating node with n ports by a terminating node with n + m ports. Let us proceed with the second sets of reduction rules. Recall that in addition to uninterpreted and terminating nodes, nets can contain the following primitive nodes (see Fig. 3 ): n-plicators, Copy(s) and Gen(s). Number 1 is assigned to all output ports of these nodes; number 2 to all input ports. From now on we will use the following abbreviation: all primitive nodes are drawn without ports. n-plicator has one input port and n output ports; it copies the data received on the input to all its output ports. Copy(s) and Gen(s) are parameterized by a stream s. For Copy nodes we allow s to be any nite stream. For Generators we allow s to be either a nite or an in nite quasi-periodic 1 stream. Fig.  7 and Fig. 8 Let us comments on reductions S 6 and S 7 . In S 7 , the redex is a net consisting of n-plicator, a terminating node with m ports and k channels from n-plicator to the terminating node. The result of the reduction is the net consisting of (n ? k)-plicator, terminating node with m ? k ports and no channels between these nodes.
In the reduction scheme S 6 the redex is a cyclic net which contains only Copy nodes and nplicator nodes. The result of the reduction is a set of generators. Every generator corresponds to an exactly one output channel of the redex net. The generator which corresponds to an output channel ch of the redex periodically produces the stream s which is constructed as follows: (1) traverse the cycle starting from ch and going in the direction opposite to the channel direction. Proposition 1 Every net has a normal form. There exists a polynomial algorithms which constructs a normal form of a net.
Proof: See appendix A.
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De nition 3 The equivalence generated by the reduction rules is called structural equivalence. There exist several di erent formalizations of data ow semantics 5, 7, 13, 14, 4]. As it usually happens, a precise formalization of semantics is based on many de nitions and is quite lengthy. This is the reason why we have not presented these de nitions here and we only state that the veri cation of soundness of reduction rules R 1 and R 2 is a routine task for the formalizations referred above. Actually, the soundness of R 1 and R 2 is a sanity test of a data ow semantics.
Let us justify the soundness of the rules S 1 ? S 10 . Recall (see discussions of related works) that Kahn 8] The if direction follows from the soundness theorem. We concentrate here on the proof of only if direction of the completeness theorem. In subsection 6.1, we introduce notions of paths and chains which play an important role in our proof. Subsection 6.2 provides the proof of completeness theorem. Proofs of some propositions are given in the appendix.
Paths and Chains
De nition 4 A path of a net N is a sequence of one of the following forms We say that a path of the form (A) leads to node v n . We say that paths meet in N if they lead to the same node in N. We say that a path of the form (B) leads to the input channel b.
De nition 5 A path is simple if all its nodes are distinct. De nition 7 A proper path is a simple or loop-ended path leading to a generator or to nonprimitive node, or to an input channel.
A path represents a way of traversing a net starting from an output channel.
De nition Lemma 5 For every net N there exists at most one proper path which corresponds to a string.
We say that proper strings meet in N if their corresponding proper paths meet in N.
Proof of Completeness Theorem
The proof is based on the following propositions:
Proposition Proof: The proof of the proposition is given in appendix C. Below we only remark on the structure of the proof. The structure of our proof follows the proof of Parrow 10], thought most of the technical details are di erent. The main idea is to characterize isomorphic nets in terms of more simple`local' objects like: pairs of strings, loop-ended chains and simple proper chains. Such a characterization is given in proposition 6. In a proof of proposition 7, for every such object a special interpretation is de ned which distinguishes the nets which contain this object from the nets which do not contain it. For example, for every chain s = ap 1 A 1 q 1 : : :p n A n we de ne an interpretation Int s such that a net N can output 0 on channel a under the interpretation Int s i s is a simple proper chain of N. Therefore, if nets are equivalent under all interpretations then they contain the same simple proper chains. 
Complexity of Structural Equivalence
Recall that structural equivalence is the equivalence on the nets, which is generated by the reduction rules. The main result of this section is:
Theorem 9 Structural equivalence is decidable in polynomial time.
Proof: Theorem 9 immediately follows from theorem 8, proposition 1 and from proposition 10 below. 2 Proposition 10 There exists a polynomial algorithm which checks whether two nets in normal form are isomorphic.
The completeness theorem and theorem 9 imply
Corollary 11 I-O equivalence of nets under all interpretations is decidable in polynomial time.
In the rest of this section a proof of proposition 10 is presented. First note,
Proposition 12 There exists a polynomial algorithm which checks whether a map between the nodes of two nets is an isomorphism.
Proof: To verify whether is an isomorphism we have to check conditions 1, 2 and 3 of the de nition 1 (section 3.1) The only nontrivial part is to check that preserves the labeling of nodes, i.e v and (v) have the same label. If v is uninterpreted node, terminating node or multi-plicator this condition is easily veri ed. Otherwise, v is labeled by Gen(e) or Copy(e), where e is a restricted regular expression. The restricted regular expressions over alphabet A are de ned by the following grammar: E ::= a 2 Aj EE j E ! , where EE is concatenation and E ! is in nite iteration.
One can easy to show Lemma 13 Equality between restricted regular expressions is decidable in polynomial time.
Therefore, it is decidable in polynomial time whether a map between two nets is an isomorphism. 2 We are going to show proposition 10 by a series of simple lemmas.
Lemma 14 A net in normal form has at most one terminating node. Moreover, there exists a polynomial algorithm which nds the terminating node of a net.
Proof: The uniqueness immediately follows from instance T 1 of reduction rule R 2 (see Fig. 6 If g is unde ned for a node of N 1 , then there is no isomorphism between the nets. If g is de ned for every node of N 1 , then the unique possible isomorphism between the nets should coincide with g, by lemma 17 and lemma 20. And by proposition 12 one can check in polynomial time whether g is an isomorphism. Hence, an isomorphism between nets in normal form is decidable in polynomial time. This completes the proof of proposition 10.
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Conclusion and Further Results
We have de ned a set of behavior-preserving reduction rules on partially interpreted data ow networks and have shown that this set is \schematologically complete", i.e., networks have the same input-output behavior under all interpretations if and only if they can be transformed into isomorphic networks.
We have also described a polynomial algorithm for deciding schematological equivalence of data ow networks.
Other Equivalences Input-Output equivalence is the most important equivalence in data ow theory.
In concurrency many other equivalences were considered. The most discriminated among these equivalences is bisimulation equivalence; the least discriminating is weak trace equivalence. Our results are valid for weak trace equivalence. But the reduction rule R 1 (Remove an isolated subnet) is not sound for bisimulation equivalence, because this equivalence does not abstract from unobservable transitions. However, our results and literally the same proofs are valid for any equivalence which abstracts from unobservable transitions. The table in Fig. 9 summarizes our results and compares them with previous works.
Data ow with bounded channels In our paper we have considered data ow nets with channels of unbounded capacity. Data ow machines use channels of nite capacity. All our results and proofs are valid for the data ow nets with channels of bounded capacity. We are still unable to characterize such a class of equivalences or to show that concrete equivalences studied in the literature are in this class. However, we can show the following negative We say that N is in G i normal form if it contains no redex for the rules in G i . We say that N is in G <i normal form if it contains no redex for the rules in fG j : j < ig. We say that N is in G i normal form if it contains no redex for the rules in fG j : j ig.
Consequence relation
We say that N is G i normal form of N 0 if N is in G i normal form and N is obtained from N 0 by a sequence of reductions from the group G i . The notions of G <i and G i normal forms of a net are de ned in a similar way. One can check that when a rule R from any one of these groups G i is applied to a net in G <i normal form then the result is still in G <i normal form. Therefore
Lemma 22 If N is in G <i normal form then a G i normal form of N is G i normal form of N.
The next ve propositions show that G i normal form can be constructed in polynomial time.
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Proposition 23 G 1 normal form of a net can be constructed in polynomial time. Proposition 27 G 2 normal form of a net can be constructed in polynomial time.
Proof: Let G 2 -size of a net be de ned as the number of its channels plus the sum of the length of the parameters of its copy nodes. It is clear that G 2 -size of a net N is less than the size of N. We show that G 2 normal form of a net N can be found in time polynomial in G 2 -size of N. Group G 2 contains rules S 6 and S 7 . One can easily see that there exists a polynomial (in G 2 -size) algorithm which checks whether a net contains a redex for these rules, and if such a redex exists, the algorithm returns the result of the reduction. Also note that S 6 and S 7 reductions decrease the number of channels of a net and its G 2 -size. Therefore, the normal form can be constructed in polynomial time. 2 Proposition 28 G 3 normal form of a net can be constructed in polynomial time.
Proof: A G 3 redex can be found in polynomial time and it can be reduced in constant time. Every G 3 reduction decreases the number of Copy( ) nodes and does not increase the size of a net. Therefore, G 3 normal form can be constructed in polynomial time. 2 Proposition 29 Let N be a net in G <4 normal form. G 4 normal form of N can be constructed in polynomial time.
Proof: S 4 is the only rule in G 4 .
Note that S 4 a ects only the subnet consisting of Copy and multi-plicator nodes. Such a subnet can be found in polynomial time. Moreover, if N 0 is a net in G <4 normal form then, the subnet of N 0 consisting of all its copy and generator nodes is in G <4 normal form. Therefore it is enough to show that a G 4 normal form can be constructed in polynomial time for a Copy and multi-plicator nodes net N in G <4 normal form . Such a net N should be acyclic, because the only possible cycles of Copy and multi-plicator nodes are redexes of rules R 1 , R 2 or S 6 (and these rules are in groups G 1 and G 2 ). Let N be an acyclic net consisting of Copy and multi-plicator nodes. From every node n of the net there is a path to an output channel of N. We de ne the weight of a path from a node to an output channel as the number of multi-plicator nodes on the path. We de ne the weight of a node as the sum of the weights of the path from the node to the output ports. We de ne the weight of a net as the sum of weights of its Copy nodes plus the number of its nodes. Let us show that the weight of n nodes acyclic net which contains only Copy and multi-plicator nodes is bounded by 2n 3 . Indeed, Copy and multi-plicator nodes have only one input channel and therefore acyclic net over such nodes has a form of forest (set of trees). The output channels are the leaves of this forest. In any forest over n nodes the number of paths to leaves is bounded by n 2 . Note that the weight of any path is bounded by n. Hence, the weight of the net is bounded by n n 2 + n 2n 3 .
Recall that the size of a net N is the number of its nodes plus the number of its channels plus the length of the expressions which appear as parameters of the copy and generator nodes of N. note that the size of a net is bounded by its number of nodes multiplied by its degree (degree of a net is the maximal number of ports for the nodes in the net) multiplied by MAX-EXP (MAX-EXP is the length of the maximal expression which appears as a parameter of its copy and generator nodes), and it is less than the weight of the net multiplied by its degree multiplied by MAX-EXP. Finally, (1) An application of S 4 reduces the weight. Therefore, only nite sequences of S 4 reductions can be applied to N and the length of such a sequence is bounded by the weight of N.
(2) Note that the size of all the nets in a reduction sequence is bounded by the weight of N multiplied by its degree multiplied by MAX-EXP. (3) It is clear that an S 4 redex can be found in polynomial time and S 4 reduction can be performed in polynomial time. From (1), (2), (3) and the fact that the weight of a net is bounded by 2n 3 , it follows that G 4 normal form can be constructed in polynomial time. 2 Proposition 30 G 5 normal form of a net can be constructed in polynomial time.
Proof: A G 5 redex can be found in polynomial (in number of nodes + number of channels) time and it can be reduced in linear time. Every G 5 reduction decreases the number of nodes + number of channels of a net. Therefore, G 5 normal form can be constructed in polynomial time. 
B Proof of Proposition 6
The proof of proposition 6 is organized as follows. Subsection B.1 lists some simple properties of the nets in normal form. Subsection B.2 characterizes isomorphic nets in terms of their simple and loop-ended chains. Subsection B.3 reduces proposition 6 to the propositions of section B.2.
B.1 Basic Properties of the Nets in Normal Form
In this subsection many lemmas are listed which explore properties of chains for nets in normal form. Their proofs are omitted because they directly follow from the de nitions and the reductions rules.
Lemma 31 Let N be a net in normal form and s be a chain of N. Lemma 33 Let N be a net in normal form.
1. N has at most one terminating node.
2. There exists a simple chain leading to a node v of N i v is not the terminating node. Lemma 34 Let N be a net in normal form, let v be its node, and let r be an output port of v.
Then exactly one of the following alternatives holds
1. There exists a simple or a loop-ended chain which leads to v through r. Lemma 36 Let N be a net in normal form and let s be its loop-ended chain of index i. Then, the chain Simplify(S; i) de ned in gure 10 is a simple chain which meets with s.
Lemma 37 Let N be a net in normal form. Let s = ap 1 A 1 q 1 : : :p n A n q n be a simple or a loop- Lemma 38 Let N be a net in normal form and s be a simple or a loop-ended chain leading to a node v. Moreover, assume that v is not a multi-plicator and is labeled by A. Then s leads to v through port p i s has the form t p A.
Lemma 39 Let N be a net in normal form.
1. There exists a channel from a multi-plicator node v to a port q of a node v 0 i there exists (a simple or a loop-ended) chain s = ap 1 A 1 q 1 : : :p n A n q n leading to v such that q n = q and chain ap 1 A 1 q 1 : : :p n A n leads to v 0 . 2. There exists a channel from a port p of node v to the input port of a multi-plicator node v 0 i there exists (a simple or a loop-ended) chain s = ap 1 A 1 q 1 : : :p n?1 A n?1 q n?1 p n A n leading to v such that p n = p and chain ap 1 A 1 q 1 : : :p n?1 A n?1 q n?1 leads to v 0 .
3. Port p of a node v is connected to a port of the terminating node i p n 6 = p for any (a simple or a loop-ended) chain ap 1 A 1 q 1 : : :p n A n leading to v. 4 s has the form t p A, therefore it should pass through port p of v 1 . But since this port is connected to the terminating node, s should pass through the terminating node. However, no chain can pass through a terminating node (by lemma 33 (2)). We have arrived to a contradiction. We are going to show that n = m. By the reduction rule S 7 , no port of a multi-plicator is connected to a port of a terminating node of a net in normal form. Therefore, by lemma 34, there exist n simple or loop-ended chains leading to v 1 through its di erent ports. By lemma 46, these n chains should lead through di erent ports of v 2 . Therefore, v 2 has at least n output ports. Hence n m. Symmetrical arguments show that m n. If v 1 is a multi-plicator with n output ports then by lemma 47, v 2 is a multi-plicator with n output ports. It remains to consider the case when v 1 is a terminating node. In this case, v 2 is the terminating node of N 2 by the de nition of R. So we have to show that these nodes have the same number of ports. We are going to show that the number of v 2 ports is greater than or equal to the number of v 1 ports. Symmetrical arguments show that the number of v 1 ports is greater than or equal to the number of v 2 ports. Therefore v 1 and v 2 have the same number of ports and the same label. Assume that v 1 is a terminating node with n ports. Every port of v 1 is either connected to an output port of other node or to an input channel of the net. Let b 1 : : :b k be the input channels of N 1 which enter the ports of v 1 and let r k+1 : : :r n be the ports of v 1 connected to nodes in N 1 .
We are going to show that at least k input channels of N 2 enter v 2 and at least n ? k ports of v 2 are connected to other nodes in N 2 . Therefore v 2 is a terminating node with at least n ports. Case 2. Since R preserves labeling of the nodes v 2 is a multi-plicator.
Assume that there is a channel from v 1 to a port q of v 0 1 . By lemma 39(1), there exists (a simple or a loop-ended) chain s = ap 1 A 1 q 1 : : :p n A n q n leading to v 1 such that q n = q and chain ap 1 A 1 q 1 : : :p n A n leads to v 0 1 . Therefore, by lemma 42, s leads to v 2 in N 2 and ap 1 A 1 q 1 : : :p n A n leads to v 0 2 in N 2 . Hence, by lemma 39(1), there is a channel from v 2 to the port q of v 0 2 . We omit the proofs for the case 3 and case 4; they are based on lemma 42 and lemma 39. 2 Lemma 51 R preserves labeling of external channels, i.e., 
B.3 Proof of Proposition 6
First we state lemmas 52, 53 54, 55 which show that the set of simple chains of a net N and the set of pairs of simple chains which meet in N can be found from the set of proper chains of N, the sets of loop-ended chains of index i in N and the set of pairs of proper chains which meet in N. We omit the proofs of these lemmas; these proofs are based on the reduction rules and the de nition of chain.
Lemma 52 (Chains meet at a multi-plicator node) Let N be a net in normal form. Let w be a chain ap 1 A 1 q 1 : : :A n q n and let w 0 be a chain of N. Moreover, assume that w and w 0 are simple chains of N. Then w and w 0 meet in N i one of the following holds 1. There exists a non-primitive label A and its input port p such that wpA and w 0 pA are proper chains which meet in N. Lemma 54 (Chains leading to a copy node) Let N be a net in normal form Let w = ap 1 A 1 q 1 : : :A n q n 1Copy(t) be a chain. Then w is a simple chain of N i N has a proper or loop-ended chain s such that w is a pre x of s.
Lemma 55 (Chains leading to a multi-plicator node) Let N be a net in normal form and let A n be a non-primitive label. Let w be a chain ap 1 A 1 q 1 : : :A n q n or a chain ap 1 A 1 q 1 : : :A n q n 1Copy(t)2 containing i?1 non-primitive labels. Then w is a simple chain of N i at least one of the following holds:
1. n = 0, w = a and ab is a proper chain of N. 2. N has a loop-ended chain s of index i such that w is a pre x of s. 
C Proof of Proposition 7
In this section automata are described in the language inspired by the language of Kahn 8] .
The command \read from port q " causes that the described automaton looks at its port q and if the channel entering q is not empty then the rst token from the channel is consumed, otherwise the automaton waits for the channel to become non-empty, and when it happens, the automaton consumes the rst token.
The command \output v on port p" appends the value v to the contents of the channel exiting p. In addition to the constructs of Kahn's language, our language contains nondeterministic choice denoted by +. If Pr 1 describes an automaton A 1 and Pr 2 describes an automaton A 2 , then, Pr 1 +Pr 2 describes the automaton which works either as A 1 or as A 2 . Nondeterministic choice is associative and commutative. We use notation P i=n i=k Pr i for Pr k + Pr k+1 : : :Pr n and P i=n i=k fPr i : (i)g for the sum over all Pr i such that k i n and condition (i) holds. We are going to de ne an interpretation Int s which will distinguish the nets containing chain s from all other nets. First, we illustrate our construction by generic examples, and afterwards, the formal de nitions are provided. Example 1 Let s = a2C78B31A45B be a chain. It contains four occurrences of non-primitive labels. Therefore, if it is a simple chain of a net N it should pass through four di erent nonprimitive nodes: v 1 ; v 2 ; v 3 ; v 4 (see Fig. 11 ).
We de ne four automata At 1 ; At 2 ; At 3 ; At 4 which correspond to these nodes (see Fig. 11 This example represents the essence of our construction. The general construction is somewhat more complicated, due to the presence of copy, generator and multi-plicator nodes. Before describing the general construction we provide several generic examples which illustrate it.
Example 2 Let s = a1Copy(ab)22C78B31Copy(bcb)21A45B be a chain. It contains four occurrences of non-primitive labels and two occurrences of Copy labels. Therefore, if it is a simple chain of a net N, the corresponding path should pass through two copy nodes and four di erent non-primitive nodes: v 1 ; v 2 ; v 3 ; v 4 (see Fig. 12 ). The path might also contain multi-plicator nodes.
We de ne four automata At 1 ; At 2 ; At 3 ; At 4 which correspond to the non-primitive nodes of the path (see Fig. 12 ). Example 3 Let s = a8B32A45B11Gen(c(ab) ! ) be a chain. It contains three occurrences of non-primitive labels and one occurrences of Gen labels. Therefore, if it is a simple chain of a net N, the corresponding path should pass through a generator node and three di erent non-primitive nodes: v 1 ; v 2 ; v 3 (see Fig. 13 ). The path might also contain multi-plicator nodes.
We de ne three automata which correspond to the non-primitive nodes of the path (see Fig. 13 ).
For v 3 we de ne an in nite sequence fAt (n) 3 g 1 n=0 of automata; At (k) 3 rst reads k data values from port 1 and if these k values agree with the pre x of length k of c(ab) ! then the automaton outputs d 2 Notations. The following notations will be useful for our proof:
We chose a sequence d 0 ; d 1 : : : of distinct data values; the elements of the sequence will not appear in the parameters of the nets we are testing.
Decrement(p; q; n) describes an automaton which reads a token from channel q. If the received token is equal to d n , the automaton will output d n?1 on port p. Test(q; t) describes an automaton that tests whether the stream received on port q starts from the nite stream t; if so, the automaton successfully stops, otherwise it diverges.
In order to describe the general construction we also introduce the following notations: Let s = ap 1 A 1 q 1 : : : be a chain of a net in normal form. Let B 1 : : :B m be the subsequence of non-primitive labels in s. We denote by p i (respectively by q i ) the input (respectively the output) port of B i on chain s. In the chain s, label B i is either immediately follows B i?1 or there exists exactly one label Copy(t) between B i?1 and B i (i > 1). We associate with s a sequence ft 0 ; t 1 : : :t m g of streams. 1. s is a simple chain leading to a non-primitive node. 2. s is a simple chain leading to an input channel. 3 . s is loop-ended chain of index r leading to a non-primitive node. 4 . s is loop-ended chain of index r leading to a multi-plicator. 5. s is a simple chain leading to a generator.
In each of these cases we rst de ne a sequence 
